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Program promotes self-
sufficiency and peace
Sean Towey
Staff Writer
On the corner of Summit and
Denny is a small non-profit orga-
nization titled Peace for the Streets
by Kids from the Streets. Inside is
a long table full ofchairs, generally
surrounded by adolescents doing
homework. Around the room are
computers, food, toiletries and the
hopes and aspirations ofhundreds
of different homeless youths that
have come to the center.
Founded 11 years ago, PSKS
provides "support and services to Se-
attle area homeless youth and young
adults. Our committed efforts are
targetedat providing stepping stones
to transition youths from the street
to self-sufficiency and productive
roles in the community," according
to their website psks.org.
PSKS provides numerous pro-
grams for local homeless youth.
One of the more popularprograms,
the Doughnut Dialogues, provides
a forum for conversation between
police officers, local business owners
and homeless youth.
Though difficult to measure,
Seattle is generally considered one
of the cities with the highest home-
less youth.
"It's on the circuit," said Elaine
Simmons, co-founder of PSKS.
"Kids go from here down the coast
to California and back up. Seatde
has such a strong counter-culture,
thekids fit in here. They don'treally
stand out."
Simmons and PSKS have been
working withSeattle University for
the past several years. Each year
Seattle University does a spring
food drive entitled "The Rise of
Rooster," named after Nicholas
"Rooster" Helhowski, who was
greatly involved with the home-
less youth community in Seattle.
Helhowski was murdered on April
14,2002.
Before the food drive, repre-
sentatives from PSKS would come
and speak at Seatde University. On
May 23, Jeff Coreyand Jaclyn Mel-
lon spoke at a Soup with Substance
meeting. Mellon shared
her story, a common one
among homeless youth.
the price of Division I?
JackieCaochola The Spectator
The recent decision to move forward with plans to
move Seattle University to Division i status has met a
mixed reaction from students and faculty.
Gorge delivers with Sasquatch
Chris Kissel
Staff Writer
No matter how hard the music
festivals oftoday may try, there will
never be another Woodstock.
No one can deny that the ap-
peal of events like this is that they
harken back to the dawn of mod-
ern popular culture, a time when
people first discovered that it was
okay to take off their clothes in
public and expand their conscious-
nesses through music and drugs, or
whatever.
Despite the attempt to bring
back the days ofold, Sasquatch! felt
more like a rideless amusement park
than a cultural milestone.The mu-
sic, for the early part of the day at
least (I only went for the first day),
was only okay (I didn't see acts like
Gabriel Teodros, who I heard was
quite good) until the early evening.
All in all, I felt a little frustrated at
the idea that I might be wander-
ing around aimlessly for the entire
duration of the festival.
Needless to say, I wasn't really
compelled by anyof the things that
I saw until Manu Chao took to the
main stage early in the evening.
My expectations (and, tempo-
rarily at least, my wariness about
the entire situation) vanished un-
der the influence of Chao's per-
formance. It was a great, energetic
show; I believe "fun" is the best
word to describe it. It felt like the
sun breaking through the clouds.
I'm glad I saw Manu Chao
first, because I'm not sure if the
devastating theatrics of the Arcade
Fire's performance would have had
blown my mind the way it did ifI
hadn't had a little melodic lubrica-
tion beforehand.
When they started assembling
the set pieces, I knew it was going
to be an epic show, but seriously,
nothing could have prepared me
for the production that
the band brought to
the stage.
Jackie Canchola The Spectator
Many fans waited out the cold weatherat thisyear's Sasquatch festival. The show had to be delayed for al-
most four hours on Sunday because high gusts ofwinds made performing unsafe for some of the bands.
Campus overhaul to commence
Michael Lis-Sette
VolunteerWriter
Though it may come as a shock
to some, Seattle University does not
just shutdown when summer comes
around and the student body runs
home.
From the continued teaching of
classes to general maintenance work
such as replacement of sinks and
light-fixtures, during summer this
institution remains a hive ofactivity.
In addition to such routine actions
as these, the university also takes
advantage of the smallerpopulation
to complete necessary construction
work that goes beyond "normal
maintenance."
A number of such projects shall
be worked on this summer, two of
the largest concerning SU's residence
halls.
One ofthese projects is the brand
newTeilhard de Chardin, S.J. Resi-
dence Hall, which is being developed
out of what was the Bessie-Burton
Sullivan Skilled Nursing Residence.
Named after the controversial
French Jesuit philosopher and pa-
leontologist who proposed such
theories as the Omega Point and
contributed to the development of
the concept of the Noosphere, it is
due to house 148 students come this
September.
The students themselves will
mainly reside in groups offour, with
each group living in a quad that will
come with its own toiletand shower,
in addition to a micro-fridge and
cable television. There will be a
few "doubles" on each floor as well,
but only a few will house students,
with others serving such functions as
housing for Residence Advisors.
Of course, simply providing
more housing for the student popu-
lationat SU is not the only purpose
ofChardin Hall.
Bon Appetit will gain a new
kitchen with which to prepare food
to be sold elsewhere on campus. The
new Diagnostic Ultrasound suite
shall be placed there, re-
placing the current one
in Ran nan
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n"I had an alcoholic,abusive father and mymother had a lot of
mental issues that she didn't deal
with," said Mellon. "So I started liv-
ing on the streets. I was raped my
first night on the streets, but that
wasn't enough to make me go back
home. I got into drugs, started us-
ing heroin, and I eventually ended
up in Seattle."
Once in Seattle, Mellon realized
that being homeless was much easier
than in Spokane. Drugs were more
readily available, and it was easier to
stay aware from police officers.
"In Spokane, homeless kids re-
ally stick out," said Mellon. "In Se-
attle, the police have otherthings to
worry about."
Mellon met Simmons when she
was 14, and began the long journey
to sobriety as well as a long-lasting
involvement with PSKS.
"I think I've been involved with
every program PSKS has to offer,"
she said. "I got my through
PSKS, I've gotten jobs through
PSKS, and I got off the streets the
first time through PSKS."
Unfortunately, Mellon began
using again once she got off the
streets.
"I didn't have any friends that
were sober," she said. "I was justsit-
ting around, and eventually I started
using again."
Due to stories like Mellon, PSKS
began one of their most novel pro-
grams, Step Beyond. This program
teaches former homeless and street-
involved participants howto balance
a checkbook, budget on a limited
income and take care of children.
Also, the program introduces people
in similar sober situations, so there
is a support groupfor thoserecently
off the streets.
Now sober, Mellon says that her
nine-month-old daughter Wednes-
day, and the fact that she will return
to jail, are her main reasons for not
using again.
Blue (who preferred to not to
give his real name) is another re-
cently homeless youthaffiliatedand
active with PSKS. Though currently
living in an apartment in West Seat-
tle, Blue was homeless from the ages
of 14 to 17, and then again from 19
to his present age of 20.
"I had a bad household situa-
tion," said Blue. "I had abusive, al-
coholic parents and I dropped out
twice. Once I started living on the
streets I realized that I had a lot of
quick connections from volunteer-
ing and drugs, and that it wasn't too
hard to live on the streets."
Blue, and the many otherhome-
less youths who he associates with,
are different from mainstream ste-
reotypes about homelessness.
"I hate panhandling," hesaid. "I
like doing stuff, trying to make the
world better. I just feel like I have
better things to do with my time."
Though he likes it better on the
streets, and he feels that he is actu-
ally lazier now that he lives in an
apartment, Blue does not want to
return to a life on the streets because
ofhis dog Lulu, who he has owned
for just over three months.
"I can deal with the weather, but
shehates it," he said. "Shewon't even
come outside to go to the bathroom
ifit's windy or rainy."
Youths become involved with
PSKS for several reasons. PSKS does
not require that those involved in
their programs become sober.
"Obviously we don't allow them
to use on or around the property,"
said Corey. "But we feel that it's bet-
ter for the kids to come in and we
can maybe get them together with
people who can help them get off
the drugs rather dian just not ac-
cepting them."
Also, PSKS allows pets, impor-
tant for youdis such as Blue.
Simmons hopes to increase the
relationship between PSKS and Se-
attle University. He suggested that
Seattle University could perhaps
host a shelter once a week in one
of the gyms. Currently, a shelter is
the greatest need on Capitol Hill.
The nearest emergency shelter for
homeless youths is in the Univer-
sity District.
"You guys have a pool, too,"
said Simmons. "How would you
guys like a bunch ofhomeless kids
swimming in your pool?"
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
Britten Stark The Spectator
Jake Karraker, aformerly homeless local man, currently works for Peace for the Streets by Kids from the
Streets. Smiling, Karraker stands in front of a collage that displays images of past attendees at PSKS.
news
New masters program pulling out all the stops
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
Seattle University has built its
academic reputation on unique
programming and attempting to
produce graduates concerned with
ethical leadership. The new Mas-
ters in Sports Administration and
Leadership program is continuing
that dieme through unique courses
and star-studded instruction.
"Most sports administration
graduates have business degrees
with a sports emphasis," said Aren
Kaser, public relations manager for
die program. "What we offer is re-
ally a liberal arts degree in sports
management."
The MASL program has only
been in existence since winter
quarter 2006. The program is
headed by Dan Tripps, who for
many years was in charge of the
Sports and Exercise Masters pro-
gram at Seattle Pacific University,
After die program at SPU was cut
out, Tripps was invited to start a
new program at SU.
Interest in theprogram has been
rapidly increasing. Though it cur-
rendy holds around 65 students,
die program has already accepted
-106 students for the fall quarter.
There were only 10 students in me
original quarter in 2006.
Much ofthat increased interest
can be attributed to the types of in-
structors that the program offers.
This year, a finance class was
taught by Bob Whitsitt, die former
general manager ofdie NFLs Seatde
Seahawks and file NBA teams the
Seatde Supersonics and die Pordand
Trailblazers. Gary White, the vice
president ofadministration for the
Seahawks, is also heavily involved
with die program. Even Mayor Greg
Nickels has contributed his knowl-
edge to some courses.
"We bring in people from the
field that embody the program's
message," said Kaser.
The presence of diat faculty also
opens up doors for internships for
the programs students. This pos-
sibility has attracted students from
ail over die world, including France
and Japan.
Since die program, like most
graduate programs at SU, is taught
on nights and weekends, students
can also work in their respective
fields whilecompleting dieir degree,
which is a two-year, 45-credit pro-
gram. Kaser says diat many of die
students are already working in the
sports world and simply looking to
advance theirpositions.
Students include diose working
widiFox Sports Net, the Seahawks
and coaches and athletic directors
from both die high school and col-
lege level. .
"'We've been blown away by
die responses to die program," said
Kaser.
The program looks to not only
train its students to work in the
field, but also works to explore the
importance of sports in today's so-
ciety. Courses range from Sports
Operations and Event Management
to Sport Philosophy and Ethics and
Psychology ofLeadership. In die lat-
terof these, students recently read a
book examining the importance of
sports and ethics through the realm
ofphilosophy.
The program aims to educatestu-
dents in not only the art of leader-
ship and decision-making, but also
to explore the psychology behind
diat decision-making.
"It's unique because it's a ter-
minal degree,' , said Kaser. "It really
helps co explore the importance of
sport in society."
Kaser emphasized die importance
of the Jesuit influence on sports
leaders during this age of vice and
corruption. He said die program
puts heavy influence on the erhics
portion of the careerand die impor-
tanceoffollowing the Jesuit message
of producing leaders for a justand
humane world.
"We want to put quality people
out there that can lead effectively,"
he said. "It's just an exciting pro-
gram."
Tripps was not available for com-
ment on this story, but in die press
release for die program, he oudined
die importance of the program in
todays world.
"The MASL program is designed
toprepare graduates not only to work
cal and humane," said Tripps, who
sports a resume that includes be-
ing the executive director of the
Olympic Scientific Congress for
the 1984Olympic games.
While the program is young,
it is already becoming highly dif-
ficult to procure one of the avail-
able spots.
Applicants do not have to com-
plete an aptitude test such as the
GRE's, like most graduate program
require, but must have above a
3.0 GPA and be able to produce
.in essay that describes the role of
competitive sports in American
Through dut process, the pro-
gram hopes to establish a contin-
gency of students whowill embody
theprograms messagewhile work-
ing in the field.
"The sports world desperately
needs ethically grounded leaders
who can inspire the best perfor-
mance and behavior from their
athletes, coaches and staff," said
Tripps.
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
We bring in people
from the field that
embody the program's
message.
Aren Kaser
Public Relations Manager
For homeless youth, local resources found in abundance
may 30, 20072 thespectator
Christian group attracts students
Chris Kissel
Staff Writer
Brandy Mattos loves to sing, play
guitarand spend time outdoors. She
is a senior biology major at Seattle
University and plans to attend den-
tal school at theUniversity ofColo-
rado next year.
Mattosis also a devout Christian,
something that she says informs all
other aspects of her life. On any
given Friday night, Mattos can be
found at the Chatterbox Cafe on
12th Avenue, praying and studying
verses from the bible with upwards
of 20 other students.
"People share what God is doing
in their lives, and it's just amazing
to hear," said Mattos. "It's a place
where people come to share and be
encouraged and learn more about
the Bible."
The meetings typically begin
with singing and clapping, the stu-
dents rocking back and forth while
the diree young children of the cafe's
owners run about at their feet.
As they clap enthusiastically, by-
standers outside the cafe stop and
stare, pausing a minute to puzzle
over the sight of the singing college
students before continuing on their
way.
After the songs, the students be-
gin their "praise reports," where they
talk about the moments that God
has helped them during the week.
"Last week, I took an engineer-
ing test and walked out feeling like
crap," said one student during his
praise report. "I was like, 'God, I'm
going to be good if I just get a 41
or a 42.'"
Therewas a pause.
"I looked at my test and saw that
I got a 95." The room broke out in
applause before he continued. "I just
said, 'Thank you God.'"
After the praise reports, the stu-
dents turn to the Bible, studying
verses until the meetings draw to a
close around 10 p.m.
Called a "Care Group" by New
Hope International, the Mercer
Island church that sponsors the
students, the meetings are directed
by the Shea family, who own the
Chatterbox, and consist mostly of
SU students.
The "vision" of the New Hope
International church, as stated on
their web page, is "to preach the
gospel of Jesus Christ in our city,
our nation and all over the world."
A mission that the Sheas hope to ac-
complish in their storefront space on
the corner of 12th and Spring.
"I came because I wanted to grow
in my relationship with God, and
since then, it's become like a fam-
ily to me," said Christine Coleman,
juniorEnglish major. "Even though
[the Sheas] have three kids, they say
it's like they've adopted us."
Coleman added that she and
several other members of the Care
group went on a day trip with the
Sheas to Canada over Memorial
Day weekend. Although it will be
Coleman's first time accompanying
the Sheas, it is something that, ac-
cording to her, the couple does quite
frequently.
"They like to do a lot of stuff
with the kids in the group," said
Coleman.
Jonathon Shea was born in Tai-
pei, Taiwan and immigrated to the
United States when he was 10. Al-
though his parents were Buddhists,
he converted to Christianity in his
teens and started going to New
Hope International because, as he
says, "Once you step in, you feel like
people really love you."
"Later, I found out that they
loved me and I loved them because
God loved us first," said Shea.
Shea decided to open the Chat-
terbox with his wife a few years later,
and they were surprised by their luck
when dieywere given die shop space
on 12th. They decided that their
good fortune didn't just happen by
chance.
"We were competing with a
couple of bigger companies, and
for some reason, the landlord chose
us," said Shea. "We felt that we were
called by God to start a Bible study
here."
Since then, Shea and his wife
have encouraged students to bring
Bibles to the cafe on Friday evenings
and pray with them. Since Mattos
came to her first meeting at die be-
ginning of this year, the group has
grown sizably.
"I've seen a close-knit commu-
nity materialize here and I've seen
friendships develop, friendships that
extend onto campus," said Mattos.
The meetings function as a sup-
port group that allows students to
unwind from their week and talk
about the things that they deal with
in their day-to-day lives.
In the end, however, it is the
students' belief in God that brings
them together every Friday night.
"We believe in the Bible and
what the Bible says, and that's how
I choose to live my life," said Mat-
tos. "In contrast to other people, the
most important thing to me is to live
a life that is pleasing to God."
For his part, Shea hopes that the
meetings will help those like Mat-
tos grow in their religious faith and
learn to live through prayer and un-
derstanding the bible.
"The primary function of this
group is just to love people and to
take care ofpeople," said Shea. "We
want to see lives change."
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu .edu
Julie Ignacio TheSpectator
Brandy Mattos, top, and Steven Lin, below, are both attendees at the
Friday night Bible study at the Chatterbox Cafe on 12th Ave.
A new face for ASSU
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
Despite only having four re-
turning members for the 2007-
2008 academic year, both new
and old staff members at ASSU
think the new year will give them
a chance to fix their organization
from the core.
Thirteen new students joined
the ASSU staff for next year, and
according Aaron Yoon, ASSU
president and finance and mar-
keting major, that's exactly what
his organization needs.
"It's real refreshing, actually,
just because it really fits in with
what we want to do next year in
changing ASSU at the base," Yoon
said. "Having all those new people
willset a new direction and a new
standard for ASSU from the get
For Rochelle LeMieux, elect-
ed residential representative and
freshman communicationand po-
litical science major, having three
of the ASSU returnees as execu-
tives will help in running ASSU
more smoothly. And it won't be a
hindrance for any new members.
"Many ofthe new members are
pretty familiar with each other, so
I think we will be able to hit the
ground running as we head into
the new year," saidLeMieux. "The
experience ofthe returning mem-
bers will be an aid, but I thinkall
of the initiative and leadership of
the new memberswiil tiring more
spirit back to ASSU."
Besides the new representatives
giving ASSU the opportunity to
set a new standard, Yoon said the
new staff dynamic will make the
group more accountable.
Much of what students heard
this year about ASSU s goals re-
volved around making ASSU
transparent to the student body.
In 2007-2008, this will con-
tinue to be their main goal.
"When you have an issue we
■would like to hear 'Go to ASSU,"'
said DuWayne Andrews, execu-
tive vice president and political
science and humanities major. "I
don't think that's necessarily true
right now, that when students
have an issue they go to us, so I
think we have room to grow in
that dynamic."
By putting a face to ASSU,
Andrews and Yoon intend for stu-
dents to know about ASSU, what
it is and how it operates.
One of the internal structural
changes Yoonwants to change fo-
cuses on getting public informa-
tion out to students via the new
ASSU web site.
"We're really trying to put a
face to ASSU and using the web
site for reps to connect to their
constituents. If students don't
know what's going on, how are
they going to utilize the resourc-
es?" heasked. "We're really hoping
to make it a very utilized resource
because it creates its own system
ofaccountability with representa-
tives."
According to Yoon, an inter-
nal check system has been lacking
within ASSU in the past, so the
web site will address his efforts to
fix the organization "at the base."
Even though LeMieux named
communication problems as the
one aspect of ASSU that needs
to change between this year and
next year, the new focus on fixing
structural issues from the inside is
slightly disconcerting.
"I'm a little worried that we
may be working on variousfunda-
mental matters and focusing too
much on the internal structure
of ASSU rather than taking .on
bigger projects, but I also believe
this is a very necessary step that
has to be accomplished before we
can move on to bigger tasks," said
LeMieux.
With the new energy and
new ideas of new members like
LeMieux, ASSU hopes to break
the cycle ofletting ideas and proj-
ects die out in the year.
"One of the huge problems
anytime you're trying to do some-
thing for a whole year it's energy.
It's going to be up to all ofus to
keep our drive. That challenge is
how do you keep it up," said An-
drews.
But keeping energy up
throughout the year will be aided
by the web site and die forced ac-
countability ofrepresentatives.
With die help ofthe web sue
Yooa plans to address his vision
"for ASSU nexr year tobe the start
ofchange."
"I really want to change next
year, stop the yearly cycle of new
ideas that Aie at one roaAi>\ocic
and be more long-term oriented,"
he said.
With the group's long-term
success in mind, Yoon wants to
address cost issues for students
next year.
"I always feel like that's the
number one issue," he said. "We
can't just run away from die prob-
lem justbecause it's tough. It may
be a multi-year process, but we
need to get that started."
Jessica can be reached at
vangiide@seattleu.edu
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Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Com-
pany, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question - let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
Angry at life? Alpha Phi
Sigma has the answer
Emily Holt
Staff Writer
Need a physically exertive way
of de-stressing to bring the aca-
demic year to a close?
Then head over to the turn-
around between Bellarmine Hall
and the Law School on Wed.,
May 30 to take out your aggres-
sion against that philosopher
Duns Scotus, molecular biology
and Adam Smith by helping to
destroy a Nissan Daschund.
Alpha Phi Sigma, the Criminal
Justice Honors Society is holding
a Car Bash, in which students can
pay $5 for aminute to smash a car
witha sledgehammer. The event is
a fundraiser for the group.
Shawn Kaminsky, senior
criminal justice and philosophy
major and financial coordina-
tor of the Honors Society, is the
mastermind behind the event.
He donated the vehicle, cutting
organizational costs for the event,
because ithad been sitting on his
lawn for months in disuse though
it is in fact still drivable. The only
funding that the group has to
come up with is the towage fee
of the wrecked car.
"I've had the idea since last
year, but wasn't sure who had
done the event in the past," said
Kaminsky.
The issue of who previously
held the event ended up being a
bit ofan obstacle in the organi-
zational path of the leaders of the
Criminal Justice Society.
Janyce Osenbach, criminal
justice department representative
and vice president of Alpha Phi
Sigma, said that the beginning
process ofplanning the event was
a "nightmare" due to matters of
jurisdiction.
Osenbach and Kaminsky
were told by the administration
to go to ASSU in regards to plan-
ning the event. From there they
were deferred to the dean of the
Law School and the School of
Engineering since the Car Bash
was to happen in front of those
schools.
The event planners then re-
ceived an e-mail from the facili-
ties department, whichstated that
they needed to get waivers from
the Law School. The administra-
tion also wanted to know who
had held the event in previous
years, but Osenbach and Kamin-
sky could not find out the infor-
mation.
"It became a big rigmarole,
and then it got canceled, , said
Osenbach. "Shawn had worked
so hard on this since December,
designing a flyer and getting the
idea out there, so when we were
told that we couldn't do it, we
were disappointed."
Public Safety then contacted
the group, putting the plan back
into action. The event fell under
the jurisdiction of Public Safety,
who saidthat with theright waiv-
ers, the event could go ahead.
The deans of the law and en-
gineering schools talked to the
administration and requested
that the date be moved from the
original date of June 2 so that it
would not interfere with finals.
"It was all just a matter of
talking to the right people, and
the only real opposition that we
faced was the deans telling us to
pick a new date," said Osenbach.
"Public Safety was great."
The leaders did have to arrange
waivers ofliability, usually written
by SeattleUniversity Legal, but in
this case, the secretary of the law
school legal departmentwill write
them. Each student participating
in the event must sign a waiver,
releasing the school from liability
in case of injury or accident.
Public Safety requires that
students participating wear a face
shield, protective coverand safety
gloves.
"Our safety programming is
for the location, safety shielding
for the participant, and we moni-
tor the event to maintain safety el-
ements," said MikeSletten, direc-
tor ofPublic Safety. "Historically
we are not aware ofanyproblems
and have not been contacted to
intervene in,any way."
Student feedback on this event
seems to be ambivalent, if not
positive.
"We actually had more back-
lash from the student body with
the bartending fundraiser," said
Osenbach. "Students said that
[the event - an informative alco-
hol forum that set students up to
bartend ifthey so wished] didn't
fit in with the Jesuit mission of
SU."
The proceeds of fundraisers
such as the bartending forum and
the Car Bash will go towardAlpha
Phi Sigma for events, field trips to
a shooting range or a Washington
State crime lab and forums with
law practitioners. The society usu-
ally holds one fundraiser a quarter
to fund these activities and to pay
for the society's regalia, which runs
around $600.
"The previous fundraisers
weren't all successful... [For the
Car Bash] we hope to get enough
to cover the cost [of towing the
car] and to have some money for
next year toget a good start in the
treasury," said Osenbach.
The history of the event is a bit
muddled, but the Criminal Justice
Society does see a future for it.
"We hope to raise money. It's
not really a tradition," said Ka-
minsky. "It's a sanctioned event,
approved by Public Safety, and is
a good way to let out stress and
have fun.'
Emily can be reached at
holtel©seattleu.edu
It was all justa matter
of talking to the right
people. [...] Public
Safety was great.
Janyce Osenbach
Alpha Phi Sigma
Vice President
Organization helps educate prisoners
Rose Egge
Staff Writer
A local Seattle group, Books to
Prisoners, is not participating in
any trendy causes. They don't have
a catchy slogan or marketing cam-
paign. And they aren't using A-list
celebrities as a means of achieving
publicity.
Instead, they are doing a deed
that has so far remained under the
radar, helping an often-overlooked
sect of society that few reach out
to by sending books to prisoners all
over the United States.
"We want to help an under-
served population who, neverthe-
less, deserve consideration," said
Andy Chan, a volunteer with Books
to Prisoners. "We tend to think that
ifwe can provide some kind ofhu-
manity to people in the situation
that they're in, then that's going to
produce a more positive outlook on
their part than if people tried to ig-
nore them or demonize them."
Likewise, Kerensa Stoll, who has
volunteered with the organization
for five years, decided to work for
this cause because prisoners are so
often overlooked.
"I was interested in serving a
population that is, for the most
part, neglected by general society.
I think prisoners are probably the
least served population inAmerica,"
said Stoll.
By sending newand used books
to prisoners, this group aims to
encourage the prisoners' pursuit of
knowledge and desire for self-im-
provement. Many prisoners who
have not received a high school
education write to the group asking
for dictionaries and historical texts
so they can get caught up.
With recent budget cuts around
the country, many prisons are now
without libraries. Chaplains and
prison educators also write to the
organization asking for religious
and educational books.
"We're pretty broad, we'll send
out almost anything that we can
get our hands on that prisoners
have demonstratedany interest in,"
Chan said.
Prisoners have showed their ap-
preciation to Books for Prisoners
through calls, letters and visits.
"On a regular basis we receive
thankyou letters. Many ofthe pris-
oners just appreciate the fact that
someone's acknowledged them and
the educational opportunities that
we've given them by sending them
books," Stoll said.
Some of the group's volunteers
have also spent time working for a
literacy program at Monroe Cor-
rectional Center and volunteering
at The Women's Prison in Purdy,
Washington.
While Books for Prisoners re-
ceives about 600 to 800 letters a
month from prisoners requesting
books, they have only been able to
fulfill 400 to 600 of those requests.
The group is restrained by rising
costs of mail charges and limited
space.
Currently working out of a base-
ment in the Central District, the
group can only meet twice a week
to find books in their collection
that fit a prisoner's request, and
wrap and mail the parcels. Because
they tend to get behind, prisoners
sometimes wait up to six months
to receive theirbooks.
Still, the organization's eight
regular volunteers are making a
difference for many prisoners.
"It's not just empowering and
educating through reading books,
it's also knowing that there is some-
where out there who has concern
for them," Chan said. "A lot ofthe
guys write saying, T don't have any
support, my family has disowned
me,' so they don't have anybody do-
ing anything for them whatsoever.
That's very alienating and certainly
isn't helping turning out citizens
onto the street again."
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu
We want to help an
underserved popula-
tion who, nevertheless,
deserve consideration.
Andy Chan
Volunteer, Books to Prisoners
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Din addition, there willbe meeting rooms, fac-
ulty offices and a small
contemplative space open to all stu-
dents who reside in the building.
Xavier Hall will also be under-
going major construction work this
summer, the majority ofwhich be-
ing related to the hall's overall focus
of global education.
Timothy Albert, assistant direc-
tor of Housing and Residence Life,
explained the reason for this.
"We want to create a more seam-
less learning environment [...] by
incorporating the Department of
Modern Foreign Languages, add-
ing classrooms, combining the
computer lab and the language lab,
and a newly designed community
space the residents of Xavier will
find their educational experience
deepened and enriched by the inter-
action that this unique community
provides," Albert explained. "Also,
when your eight a.m. class is only
fifty feet down below you, there's a
much smaller urge to skip class."
One addition that will further
this goal will be the transferal of
the offices of theStudy Abroad pro-
gram to the ground level ofXavier.
Another is a major redevelopment
of the basement, with classrooms,
meeting rooms, seminar rooms and
a combination computer/language
lab. There will also be the addition
ofa brand new kitchen and a com-
mon room available for socializa-
tionand hall social functions.
Perhaps the largest project is
the addition of the buildings first
elevator, the base ofwhich is to be
placed in the hallway that exists in-
between the laundry room and an
important stairwell, both ofwhich
are located along the north side of
the building.
There is one new addition that
inspires the most pride amongst
staff here at SU. That is the new
Peter-Hans Kolvenbach Commu-
nity, named after the current Supe-
rior General of the Society ofJesus
(something which required the ap-
proval of the Vatican itself), and to
be developed out of the houses on
Barclay Court, just past 12th Av-
enue.
We want to create a
more seamless learn-
ing environment.
Timothy Albert
Housing & Residence Life
Open to eight students, this
community has a strong commit-
ment to service in the local area,
and, according to its section on the
Student Housing website, encour-
aging students "to be Jesuit in a new
way."
New activities such as these will
not be the only things worked on
this summer, as the school will also
see the continuation of either con-
struction work begun in previous
years, or the commencement of
projects of which plans had been
drawn up prior to this year.
In both cases, it is possible that
some of these efforts will not be
completed by the start of classes in
the fall. *
An example of the former is the
renovations in the Bannan Building,
which are actually the continuation
ofwork begun die previous year.
The first floor will be the new
home of a Nuclear Magnetic Reso-
nance spectrometer, obtained by a
grant from the National Science
Foundation, which will allow stu-
dents to examine complex mo-
lecular structures within a matter
of minutes. The fourth floor will
be gaining two new biology labs,
replacing the former Diagnostic
Ultrasound suite, a general purpose
class room and offices.
The fifth and sixth floors will
also be gaining new labs, among
them an analytic and inorganic
chemistry lab and a biology/physi-
cal chemistry lab, along with an in-
strumentationcore room and some
relocated offices.
The Lemieux Library is also
scheduled to undergo a major
expansion, which includes the es-
tablishment ofa general Academic
Support Center, bringing together
such elements as the Learning Cen-
ter, the Writing Center, the Math
Center and Center for Student
Success.
The school will also see the ad-
dition ofa new "Information Com-
mons" to the library, which will in-
clude, per the expansions page on
the Facilities website, 100computer
stations, nine group study rooms
and two adaptable group instruc-
tionaJ facilities.
Finally, there will be added a
new Multimedia Development
Center, which will help expand
research and project development
facilities available to students, and
an 80 seat distance learning center,
whichwill expand the school's abil-
ity to interact with facilities around
the world.
Finally, current home of theFa-
cilities Department, will experience
renovations so that ROTC will be
able to utilize part ofit as their new
headquarters, which will included a
number ofoffices, a meeting room
and storage facilities.
Takenall together, this list is ccr-
tainly not a small order. Ultimately,
though, is it all necessary?
Michel George, associate vice
president for Facilities, believes the
answer to that question is yes.
"I think it really just had to do
with the growth of the school," he
said. "We needed to meet the in-
creased demands being placed on
theacademic facilities, on the hous-
ing, and on otherrelated academic
and student support services."
Whatever the reason, come
next September, it is certain that
the students of Seattle University
shall find a very different campus
awaiting them.
lissette@seattleu.edu
Britten Stark The spectator
Construction plansare in motion to helpmodernize various elements of
SU. Plans include the development of new offices and classrooms.
Major construction work planned for upcoming summer months
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Summer Painting:
Summer Painting Jobs. $9-10/hour + bonuses! NO EXP. NEC.
Work outside full time. Summer positions available. Call 1-800-
327-2468. www.collegepro.com.
Seattle City Valet:
Seattle's premier valet parking company is looking for applicants.
Part time evening shifts for downtown Seattle's fine dining
restaurants. Call (206)935-9797.
Full time, great benefits, at Park Shore, a high quality
retirement community in Madison Park. Send resume to
cvonsydow@parkshore.org or fax 206-329-0227.
Summer Babysitting:
Busy mom needs help with two, sports-loving boys (ages 11
and 15). Job description varied—playing outdoors, helping with
summer learning, chauffeuring, errands, tidying up, etc. The
boys love baseball, tennis, ping pong and most any sport with a
ball. Need excellent references and own reliable transportation.
Madison Park. Call Karen Summerville at (206) 224-7608. Great
summer jobfor college student who loves sports!
i ( , ,
Recreation Boating Programs:
$13.78 to $22.14/hour plus excellent benefits. Seattle Parks &
Recreation needs a Recreation Leader to conduct boating and
water safety programs at the Mount Baker Rowing & Sailing
Center on Lake Washington. Register participants, collect fees,
and maintain records. Plan boating outreach programs for youth.
Requires the equivalent of one year of experience in recreation
programs and an AA degree in Recreation or a related field. For
more information and an Online Application Form, visit www
seattte.gov/jobs by 6/3/07. The City is an Equal Opportunity
Employer that values diversity in the workforce.
Mascot:
5'10"- 6'2". Personable, animated, fun (in costume) mascot for
events. Reliable transportation required. Must be responsible
& nonsmoker. Full-time hourly pat/ plus expenses. Contact
■ ■.. . . ■ ■ ■ ■. . . ■ ...■:■■. :■■■:.■■ :■■ ■ ■■ :■■■■■
HELP WANTED Small West Seattle boutique is looking
for part time help. Responsibilities include retail sales, light
bookkeeping, and jewelry making. Retail experience and
accounting education strongly preferred. Email resume to
smersh@ClickDesignThatFits.com
marketplace
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open mic night free food, games, prizes pancake feed
student centerpatio the quad lerouxroom
■M @ 7:3opm @3-7pm @ 9pm- midnight
student center 350 hours: mon-thurs 11am-4p?n ph; 206,296.6047 www.seattfeo.edu/student/seac
ami
Cash for Books!
Get more cash NOW: Demand is high for Fall term books.
Don't wait, your books will loose value after June. Save up to
62% when buying and selling Used Books.
FREE GIFT PACK WHEN SELLING BOOKS!
(limited supply)
Bookstore
University Services Building 12th & Marion 206-296-5821 www.SeattleUbookstore.com
marketplacethespectator 7jsaa
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Buy Now for a Chance to Win a Vespa!
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f « Welcome to Nine Cherry Square, a dynamic downtown city view
r| condominium of 41 unique floor plans designed with quality and detail, K
.
™
where the comforts of modern living meet the City of Seattle!
J Homes priced SALES CENTER OPEN
. from $177,950 12PM - 6PM Monday, Thursday & Friday U
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905 Cherry Street I Seattle WA 98104
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Debates ensue during Division I exploratory period
Sean Towey
Staff Writer
publications, "Beer and Circus" by
Murray Sperber, was published in
2000. In die book, Sperberoutlines
many of the problems that come
along with Division I athletics.
However, Sperber mainly
concentrates on large state schools
and not as much on smaller, private
institutions like Seattle University.
For example, the last third of the
book emphasizes a school's Greek
system and its effect on underage
drinking. Though Seattle University
may not suffer similar problems,
any school should consider
Sperber's book when deciding to
go Division I.
These two competing
philosophies could become central
issues as Seatde University spends
the next year deciding whether or
not to move to Division I.
"I think this is a great time for
the school," said Jason Behenna,
sports information director at
Seattle University. "It's got people
excited. We're going to bring the
communityinto Seatde University
athletics. You have to be more than
a good athlete to come here; you
have to be a great student too."
Behenna feels that, historically,
Seattle University should have
rivalries with schools such as
the University of Washington
and Gonzaga University. Seattle
University competed at the Division
I level until the early 1980s.
"Therivalry with Seatde Pacific
(University) has been great," said
Behenna. "But Seatde U shouldbe
playing other schools."
As the report noted, much of
the faculty is concerned that a move
to Division I would detract from
Seattle University's social justice
interests, the core of the school's
mission. Behenna disagrees.
"The Jesuits will not let Seattle
University be a jock school," he
said.
Erin Engelhardt, the coordinator
of student-athlete support, agrees
with Behenna.
"We have high academic
standards at this school," said
Engelhardt. "Our core values are
not going to change. We're going
to have to stick even harder to
standardswith the move to Division
I, and we're going to have to do
a good job because the NCAA is
going to be here evaluating what
we do."
Division I academic standards
are more rigorous in many ways
from Division II standards. For
example, Division I athletes must
have at least 20 percent completion
towards their major by the end
of their first year, 40 percent
completion by the end of their
second year, 60 percent completion
by theend of thethird year, and 80
percent completion by the end of
their fourth year.
"That might be really hard for
students who change majors," said
Engelhardt.
With the increase in publicity
and outside scrutiny, Seattle
University will have to carefully
follow the new guidelines. Yet,
NCAA rules are often very difficult
to follow.
"There are so many little rules,
little issues are almost guaranteed
to come up," said Englehardt. "The
As the 2006-2007 academic
year comes to a close, the athletic
department at Seattle University
is beginning a long and arduous
process that may result in a NCAA
Division I classification. Seattle
University athletics will spend next
year in an "exploratory period for
Division I athletics."
The Executive Administration
has based its decision on several
reasons. For one, they expect that
the addition ofmale sports would
help to even out the male to female
ratio at Seattle University. The
administrationalso anticipates that
the publicity received by playing in
Division I sports would encourage
"When you're Divi-
sion 11, you're Division
none."
TroyKirby
Graduate Student
more students to attend Seattle
University. Also, the alumni-
support for Division I schools is
much higher than for Division II
schools.
However, several works have
been published citing how schools
with Division I athletic programs
have higher problems with underage
drinking, cheating, and grade-
inflation. One of the most recent
key is communication."
According to "Beer and Circus",
in the year 1988, basically every
school broke some type of rule
during therecruitment process.
'The Jesuits will not let
Seattle University be a
jock school."
Jason Behenna
Sports Information Director
However, the student-athletes
themselves play an important
part in developing the academic
atmosphere at a Division I school
as well.
For example, student cheating is
a major issue at Division I schools.
An undergraduate surveyat Indiana
University asked, "A star athlete at
your school asks you to help him/
her cheat on an important exam.
A passing grade in this course will
determine whether the athlete
remains eligible to play or not." 59
percent ofdierespondents said diey
would help the athlete cheat.
However, a move to Division I
would help publicity, especially in
local papers. TroyKirby, a graduate
student in the Masters of Sports
Administration, articulated the
difference in publicity well.
"We've had more publicity this
year then we've had in the last five,"
said Kirby. "When you're Division
11, you're Division none."
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
features
On April 23, 2007, the Seattle University Athletic Alignment Study Ta
Seattle University "enter the NCAA Exploratory Period for Division I Ad
According to the report, the Exploratory Period is, "a non-binding, 3
university the greatest discretion and opportunity in regard to our long ra
The Seattle University Athletic Alignment Study Task Force spent the
attempting to decipher whether or not the school should move to Divisi
and faculty both in favor ofand against the move.
The Athletic Alignment Study Task Force defended their decision by s
attractive and realistic future addition to the WCC, or a conference ofliki
period the university will have an important means for further evaluating
Division I could then be made by the Board ofTrustees after the Exploiai
Task Force urges the university to use this period to continue to study an
but ofour academic and student experience programs, as well."
After the Exploratory Period, ifthe Board ofTrustees decided to move t
classification period." Those two years, a mandatory NCAA requirementifi
to build their programs to become competitive at the Division 1 level.
So what do the students really think? SU weighs in
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
When Seattle University
announced its decision to return
to the Division I athletics,
responses were mixed. Having
been deniedentrance to theWAC
Conference, home to fellow Jesuit
University Gonzaga, SU opted
to play an independent schedule
against DI schools.
While the move is expected
to generate a large increase in
the visibility of the school, little
has been said ofhow students and
specifically student-athletes feel
about the switch.
Outside of the general
excitement of playing on
the highest collegiate level,
some students have expressed
reservations about how the
presumed increased enrollment
at SU will affect the main
appeal of the school—the small
environment and one-on-one
attention Jesuit education offers.
Women's basketball player
Tarynn Kellogg, who transferred
from DI Weber State, says the
general response to the change
from student-athletes has been
positive.
"I think they're really excited,"
said Kellogg of her fellow
teammates.
While many have focused
on the big picture effects of the
change, Kellogg says that the
strain athletes will feel from
playing an independent schedule
should not be overlooked. Since
SU will not be part of a specific
conference, most games will be
played on the road as non-league
games.
"Dealing with the balance of
school and sports without a real
home schedule will be difficult,
especially the first year," said
Kellogg.
Kellogg says thereal difference
will be in the recruiting process.
While the move to the DI level
will increase the interest ofplaying
at SU, Kellogg wonders if the
school can compete with larger,
more established institutions in
terms ofscholarship offers.
"You can have a really talented
player and if she gets offered a
four-year scholarship at the
UW, she'll probably go there,"
said Kellogg, who cited the high
cost of SU as being a possible
drawback.
The main attraction of the
small education environment
at SU will still attract certain
students.
"However large SU gets, it's
built on being a one-on-one
environment," said Kellogg.
The mixed reactions ofstudent-
athletes seem to reflect the general
feelings of the student population.
A survey of 25 SU students,
conducted by The Spectator,
revealed that 12 were excited
about the move, 10 felt it would
impact the school negatively and
three didn't really care.
A possible concern with the
DI switch could be the support
from the student population, said
Roger Cardenas, junior business
management major. Cardenas,
who chose to attend SU despite
being offered football scholarships
from several D-II schools, cited
the current student support of the
basketball program as a possible
problem.
"There are not enough people
at basketball games already," said
Cardenas. "There doesn!t seem to
be a lot of student support from
the student population."
Cardenas also added that the
sports programs themselves do
not seem to be ready to compete
at the DI level, which could
lead to decreased interest in the
programs.
One possible positive of the
move that Cardenas said, was the
expansion of academic programs
at SU that could be spurned by
the increased enrollment and
financial gains.
"The move would change
the environment at SU," said
Cardenas. "They would probably
have to offer more majors."
While most of the student
population will not be around
when the full switch to a DI
schedule takes place, the visibility
of the school could reflect on
graduate students.
"It will definitely affect the
marketing appeal and visibility of
the school," said Cardenas. "There
will justbe more attention paid to
the school."
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
While the move is
expected to generate
a large increase in the
visibility of the school,
little has been said
of how students and
specifically student-
athletes feel about the
switch.
Seattle University moves to Division I, creating
divisive controversy in the Redhawk community
8 thespectator
ask Force recommended to Seattle University's executive administration that
thirties in 2007-2008."
yet NCAA required initial step toward reclassification that will afford the
ange strategy for athletics."
e previous eight months doing research and surveying students and faculty
iion I. The issue has been controversial across campus, with many students
saying, "It is our hope that this course will position Seattle University as an
ce schools when the opportunity arises. Furthermore, we believe during this
g various aspects of a move to Division I. The final decision to reclassify to
itory Period concludes in May of 2008. It is also important to note that the
nd build plans for the continued progress and growth ofnot only athletics,
toDivision I, then Seattle University would spend at least two years in a "re-
for schools attempting to move to Division I, would allow Seatde University
Faculty members voice opposition to Dl move
Chris Kissel
Staff Writer
of the territory that came to be
known as the Papal States," Madsen
wrote in the email, "the decision
was hailed by all as the birth of a
new day for Christianity and the
Papacy."
"The historical scale may not be
the same," said Madsen, "but my
closeness to this institution creates
an anxietyand disappointment that
rival my response to the historical
event."
"If Pepin was indeed short,"
Sundborg wroteback, "he wouldn't
have made our basketball team
anyway."
Madsen, who has been a
professor at Seatde University for
26yean, is concerned mainlyabout
the direction the school is headed
and the financial implications of
the move.
"They know I'm violently
opposed to this," said Madsen.
"We've been goingback and forth at
it since this whole thing started."
Those who support the move to
NCAA Division I say that it will
help SU identify with schools they
see as "peer institutions," schools
like Gonzaga University and Santa
David Madsen's office is crowded
with history books; his door
decorated with cartoons clipped
from newspapers, quotes from
Erasmus and Flannery O'Connor
and a foot-and-a-half-long wooden
parrot. Tucked into the north
side of the Casey Building, the
office overlooks a courtyard that
separates Seattle University faculty
offices from the parking garages of
Broadway.
This is where Madsen, a history
professor, writes his letters ofprotest
to President Stephen Sundborg,
S.J. and the administration ofSU.
Madsen opposes the decision to
move from Division II athletics
to Division I. He says it will
diminish the unique identity of
the university.
In one e-mail conversation
between Madsen and Sundborg,
Madsen voiced his concern with
an analogy to medieval European
politics.
"When, in754, Pepin the Short
made his Donation to the Papacy
Clara University.
According to Madsen, this
oudook is misguided.
"Why should we let other folks
define what greatness means for
us? They may well be our peer
institutions, but the reality is,
they have their own definitions of
excellence and I can't see tailoring
our definition to someone else's,"
said Madsen.
Madsen is also concerned
with the fact that although the
West Coast Conference informed
Seatde University that it wouldnot
Earlier in the year, an athletic
alignment task force was formed
to determine whether or not the
universityshould upgrade its athletic
program. They reported their
decision to school administration
late last month.
Ofall the groupswho responded
to the university's athletic alignment
survey, faculty members showed
the lowest level ofapproval for the
move to Division I with less than
36 percent fully supporting the
project.
According to the report, it is
quite common for faculty members
to disapprove ofmoving to NCAA
Division I. Actually, Seattle
University's faculty approval rate
is quite high when compared with
other schools.
Dan Dombrowski, philosophy
professor and facultyrepresentative
for the task force, believes that the
traditionally low amountoffaculty
approval lies in the fact that they
tend to value the educational aspect
of their schools above all else.
"My suspicion is that many
facultymembers thinkofuniversities
primarily as academic institutions,"
said Dombrowski. "The fear that
many faculty members have is that
the emphasis on big-time athletics
will dilute the attention that is
given to academics."
One of the major goals of
the administration, according
to executive vice president Tim
Leary, is to incorporate Division I
athletics into the Jesuit mission of
the university.
"Faculty, staffand administrators
are all [going to be] a little wary of
any move you would make that
clearly has resource ramifications
and a shift in direction," said Leary.
"[Sundborg] hopes that we will be
an example for how to do Division
I sports right."
The rest of those involved in
the final decision, including Leary,
insist that the move to DI is as
much about creating an absorbing
be expanding in the near future,
the university is continuing its
pursuance of DI status.
George Kunz, professor of
psychology at Seattle University,
agrees thatthe act ofemulating like-
minded schools won't result in the
image overhaul the administration
might be hoping for.
"I don't know that it's going to
enhance our image as a premier
academic school. I think it's a bit
ofa distraction," said Kunz.
Madsen and Kunz are not the
only faculty members vehemently
opposing the move.
on-campus experience for students
as it is about aligning Seattle
University with similar schools.
"Certainly we're not getting a lot
out of theDivision II experience, in
terms ofstudent engagement, above
and beyond what that means for
student athletes" said Leary. "This
move is not about adiletics as much
as it is about elevating your whole
institution."
For Leary and the
administration, the hope is that
athletics and academics can be
connected in a way that will add
to the student experience of the
university. As far as defining the
university's excellence by the
standardsof others, Leary believes
that the comparison is a critical
way to improve the services ofthe
school.
"We have got to define ourselves
with a peer set of institutions. Its
not to say that we are not our own
institution, but to compare yourself
with other schools is essential to
getting better," said Leary. "We
don't think we're a GNAC-Central
Washington-Northwest Nazarene
kind ofschool."
University Administration
acknowledges that the addition
of a DI athletic program will
probably not generate any extra
revenue for the university. The
general expectation is only that the
program will eventually become
self-sustaining.
None of this is enough to satisfy
Madsen, however, who continues
to insist that the move will have a
considerably negative impact on
the future of the university.
"I am deeply disappointed at
the decision," said Madsen in an
e-mail to the administration. "But
even more so, I am concerned
about its impact. I hope that I am
mistaken, but history would lead
me to believe otherwise."
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu
JackieCanchola TheSpectator
David Madsen dunks abasketball
in defiance of recent changes re-
garding SU athletic alignment
SU freshmen girls put on a blackand red gameface
for.the men's basketball game last season
Balancing academics and athletics is never an easy task, as
demostrated by recreational sports director Mark Wil-
liams as he bench pressed a few heavy textbooks IV
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nOnly one wordadequately de-
scribes the sound
of the Arcade Fire,
at least as they were on Satur-
day: Big. The sound was big.
The production was big. The
band itself was big (eight peo-
ple? nine people?). Big like a
revolution might be. Or a re-
ligious conversion.
And if all that bigness
sounds a little overwhelming,
well, I guess it was. But it was
also freaking cool.
In any case, Win Butler and
his giant band played the living
daylights out of their decidedly
small repertoire, and played
them with the courage to be
anthemic. This is a pretty im-
pressive quality, considering the
typically non-contact nature of
today's indie-rock genre, the
genre that the Arcade Fire cur-
rently dominates on a regular
basis.
And I knew I wasn't the only
one having a life-affirming ex-
perience from all the arms that
I saw drifting shakily towards
the grey sky. It was magic.
I was lucky, because I was in
the pit and really close to both
Manu Chao and the Arcade
Fire as they performed their
sets. My friends and I were a
little tired from spending the
entire day standing around,
though, so we moved back to
the grass to sit down after the
Arcade Fire for the last set of
the night.
After a set break that seemed
to last forever, Bjork swooped
onto the stage, glowing like an
angel. From where we sat, we
could hear her even better than
we could hear the other bands
when we were on the floor, and
the sound was as magnificent
as you would expect when you
place giant speakers on the lip
of a natural wonder like the
Gorge.
It was already about 11 p.m.
by the time we saw Bjork, and
as she sang like a siren over
the swirling electronic music,
my eyes drooped a little from
exhaustion. She continued
to burn in the distance like a
bedside candle while I drifted
into a trance, awakening to
find the music still in front of
me, the night on fire and my
friends also drifting in and out
of sleep.
It didn't really matter that
most of the people that I ob-
served that day were tools, or
that I still felt ripped off by the
four dollar water bottles and
the inescapable advertising.
In the end, the power was in
the music, and I was as happy
as ever that I spent a Saturday
with some of my best friends,
having a sonic experience that
none of us will soon forget.
Chris can be reached at
kisselc#@seattleu.edu
AdamStephens ofTwo Gallantsplayed the "outlawmurder blues," a mix
of old school rock and roll with a touch of blues on the Wookie Stage
The ninjas battled therams in a dance-off that included free CDs
A enthusiastic fan wore atee shirt
saying "Sasquatch stole my un-
derwear."
entertainment
Hot concerts to match the summer weather
Rose Egge
Staff writer
During the few summer months
of the year when Washington has
nice weather, music fans should
definitely enjoy their favorite
sounds outdoors. Luckily, this
summer there will be several
outdoor concerts and festivals
so that Seattleites can enjoy the
sunshine while it lasts.
Festivals
Those who want to spend this
summer soaking up the arts should
definitely stop by some ofSeattle's
arts festivals.
July 27-28,
Capitol Hill Block Party
Where?
On Pike and Broadway
Why?
This year the block party will
feature diverse acts including the
Blood Brothers, Girl Talk, Silver-
sun Pickups, Blue Scholars, Against
Me! and more. There will be ven-
dors from local independent busi-
nesses, indie crafts and non-profit
political groups. Plus, a portion of
the proceeds will benefit Home
Alive and The Vera Project.
Sept. 1-3, Bumbershoot,
Where?
The Seattle Center
Why?
The Shins, Wu-Tang Clan,
Panic! At the Disco and many
more have all been confirmed for
the festival, but Bumbershoot is
more than just a summer concert.
This three day festival includes live
music, comedians, dance perfor-
mances, theater and much more.
Take your time at this event and
wander around the Seatde Center
taking in everything that Bumber-
shoot has to offer.
Amphitheatres
If you are willing to drive a
short distance, Washington boasts
two amazing amphitheatres—The
Gorgeand White River.
While many love the White
River, it's tough to compare to the
beautiful setting ofThe Gorge. Vot-
ed the best major outdoor concert
venue in North America for ten
years, this amphitheatre overlooks
the Columbia River and boasts a
grassy hill where concertgoers can
relax while they enjoy a show.
For most events at die Gorge, at-
tendees can stay at the venue's own
or other local campgrounds instead
of making the long drive home at
night. These campgrounds are a fa-
vorite to many with a community
vibe and non-stop partying.
The White River
June 16, Gwen Stephani
July 25, Projekt Revolution Tour
withMy Chemical Romance, Tak-
ing Back Sunday, HIM and more.
July 28, Summer Jam with Lu-
dacris, Nas, Bone Thugs and Har-
mony, T-Pain and more.
The Gorge
June 2, John Mayer
Aug. 18, Vans Warped Tour
featuring Bad Religion, Bayside,
Coheed and Cambria, New Found
Glory and more.
Aug. 31-Sept. 2, Dave Mathews
Band
Concerts in Parks
Sundays through Sept. 23, Se-
atde Peace Concerts
Where?
Various parks around the city,
including nearby Volunteer Park.
Why?
This 26-year-old tradition is
designed to raise money for North-
west Harvest and will feature local
musicians ofvarious genres, includ-
ing rock, pop, hip hop, reggae and
more.
Select Thursdays from June
28 to Sept. 16, Fremont Summer
Concert Series
Where?
Central Park
Why?
The new Performance Pavilion
at Fremont's Central Park has an
open lawn where music fans can sit
and enjoy five evening concerts this
summer. Artists to be announced.
June 17-August 15, Zoo Tunes
Where?
Woodland Park Zoo
Why?
Artists scheduled to perform this
summer include the Indigo Girls,
Brandi Carlile, Patty Griffin and
more. Attendees can order gour-
met picnic baskets to enjoy during
the show and visit the wine/beer
garden.
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu
Sasauatch: a weekend to remember
thespectator10
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The Police
Key Arena
7:30 p.m.
$50 and up
June 15
Capitol Hill Block Party
Battle of the Bands
Vera Project
7:30 p.m.
$5
June 16
Amber Pacific, Truce
The Showbox
7 p.m.
$10
June 22
O.A.R.
Marymoor Park
7 p.m.
$28.50
June 29
Norah Jones
McCaw Hail
8 p.m.
$47.50-$5B
June 30
The Divorce (Final Show)
Crocodile Cafe
5 p.m.
$12
June 30
Abyssinian Creole, Kiwi
Vera project
7:30 p.m.
$6
July7
Kenny Chesney
Qwest Field
4:30 p.m.
$51.50-191.50
Aug. 10
Zeke, Go Like Hell, The Jet
City Fix
El Corazon
10 p.m.
$10
Aug. 11
Himsa, In Memorium
El Corazon
9 p.m.
$12
Places to find the secrets of Seattle summers
Michael Baldwin
Staff Writer
Since those of us who live in
the city are unaccustomed to
pleasant weather, many are not
sure how to spend time in the
sun. While the confines of Cal
Anderson Park can offer levels of
excitement normally only associ-
ated with public parks in Comp-
ton, for those who wish to enjoy
the sunshine in other arenas, we
offer some humble suggestions.
Gas Works Park
For lifelong Seattle residents,
this suggestion is a no-brainer.
Located opposite of downtown
on Lake Union, this park offers
sites and sounds that few places
within the city can. Converted
from a former coal gas plant, the
park is unique in a number of
ways.
The former boiler house of
the plant has been converted
into a shelter complete with pic-
nic tables and fire grills. While
this dining area offers a barbeque
far removed from the norm, the
real treat resides within the old
exhauster-compressor building.
The machines have been painted
bright colors and can be climbed
on and enjoyed by people of all
ages.
The suggestion is that the
machines are strictly for chil-
dren, but, come on, tell me you
wouldn't want to play there.
A large hill rests on the west
side of the park. It is advertised
as the perfect area for flying
kites and is an area whlre the
true splendor of Gas Works is
enjoyed. Sitting on top of the
park, one is instantly granted a
gorgeous view ofdowntown and
all surrounding areas.
Visitors who see the lights of
downtown begin to spark up at
night are not likely to forget the
experience.
Sadly, Gas Works can rarely
be enjoyed after dusk. That is,
unless you enjoy competing with
hormone drivenand beer-fueled
high schoolers looking to pick a
fight during their ill-advised,
impromptu keggers. But, hey,
to each their own.
Alki Beach
Few places in Seattle have the
distinction ofbeing both histori-
cally significant and aesthetically
pleasing. Located in West Seattle,
along Elliot Bay, Alki Beach is
the spot where white settlers first
touched down in Seattle. They
were greeted by ChiefSeattle and
his people, who helped them sur-
vive the first winter. After that,
the relationship between white
settlers and Native Americans
gets a little hectic, but that is a
conversation for another time
Alki beach stretches for 2.5
miles, which makes it ideal for
an enjoyable afternoon jog or
a long stroll. With bonfire pits
and picnic shelters, the beach is
perfect for a large gathering or
for tossing around a football or
Frisbee. Alki attracts a crowd as
diverse as the West Seattle area,
so people-watching alone is a fun
activity. But avoid long dips in
the water, unless you wish to ob-
tain some George Costanza-type
shrinkage. It's freezing.
Louisa Boren Park
Although considerably small-
er than Gas Works or Alki Beach,
Louisa Boren Park is a simpler
and more logical destination for
those who reside in the Capitol
Hill area. Located on 15th Av-
enue just down the street from
Volunteer Park, the park boasts
stunning views. Scenes of Lake
Washington and the Cascade
Mountains are inviting to spec-
tators who enjoy images of true
beauty.
While it may have a diverse
range of enjoyable activities,
Louisa Boren Park is perfect for
a simple picnic or just reading an
enjoyable book. A jogging path
runs through the area, so there
is always company around. A
number of trees provide enough
shade for a quick nap.
For those looking to enjoy the
; convenience of a place nearby
withoutrisking the possible mid-
i day hippy nudity or extraneous
i drug use associated with Volun-
teer park, this small viewpoint is
: the perfect alternative.■
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
A strange scultpture welcomes
visitors to VolunteerPark, located
on 15thAvenue on Capitol Hill.
This distinctive park offers plenty
of space for picnics and jour-
neys.
What to pack? Planning for the perfect European trip
Carey Smith
Designer
What are you doing this sum-
mer? For many college students,
the answer consists of poolside
beverages, working part-time or
getting an internship and hang-
ing out with old friends from high
school. But as we become older
and more independent, the no-
tion of summer fun changes. We
want something new, something
adventurous.
Following these desires, I've
decided to skip across the Atlan-
tic this summer and spend two
months backpacking in Europe.
The tough part wasn't deciding to
go, it was figuring out how to en-
joy and manage the trip on a col-
lege budget, which for me consists
of five dollars in beer money per
night and nothing else.
With summer quickly ap-
proaching, travelers like me will
face many questions as they make
arrangements for their European
trip. Where am I going?Where am
I staying? How much will it cost?
What do I take? How do I travel
once I am there? And how do I
stay safe traveling alone?
Flights to Europe in the sum-
mer can be expensive for travel-
ers, and this will obviously be a
pivotal part of the trip, unless you
can swim really well.
I got lucky and used credit
card miles. Some online compa-
nies claim that they can get really
cheap flight tickets, but no website
of this kind seems to be helpful
unless you pay for a membership
of some sort.
One amazingly helpful com-
pany, however, is STA Travel.
Providing information on 193
countries, STA helps students
find discounted fares, places to go
and has online advice on how to
plan a trip. On top of that, you
can get a STA travel card that gets
you discounts on everything from
rail passes to museums.
Still, I am in a dilemma. I
have to figure out where to stay
for two months, what to do and
how to get around, not to men-
tion how much money to take. I've
started budgeting using forums at
eurotrip.com. I figured out that
I would need about $1,000 per
month, excluding my plane ticket
and train pass. This money would
cover lodging, food and partying
for two months.
A rail pass is probably the best
way to get around Europe on the
cheap. There are a couple of op-
tions: you can buy a Eurail pass for
a specified amount ofconsecutive
days, or you can get a Eurail select
pass which allows ten or 15 days of
travel any time you want within a
two month period.
The other nice thing about the
Eurail pass is that it covers all EU
countries, so pretty much every-
where in Western Europe except
England. This means you can trav-
el seamlessly from Paris to Rome.
However, ifyou want to leave the
EU, you'll have to buy individual
train tickets.
By now, I have figured out how
to travel on my budget, but where
will I stay? Hostels are a good
choice, because in Europe they
are cheap—less than 25 euros per
night. Plus, they are a good way to
meet other travelers.
Finally, how do I pack? I will
have one backpack so I need to
pack light. I suggest getting a trav-
el-specific one, because airlines will
not insure large mountaineering
bags with lots of external straps.
Without having access to a
washer and dryer, I plan to pack
things that don't look dirty easily.
I am thinking of taking about a
week's worth ofsocks and under-
wear that are made of quick-dry
material, so I can wash them over-
night in a sink. Then, I plan on
taking one pair ofdress shoes (re-
member, people in Europe still ac-
tually dress up to go out), a pair of
tennis shoes and a pair ofsandals.
From there on, clothing choices
are based on personal style.
But, for the obvious reasons, I
wouldn't suggest any Texas A&M
hoodies or giant American flag
bandanas.
So, I've figured out my trip,
ki,nd of. Planning a trip like this
is fun because ofits sense of adven-
ture. It wouldn't be the same if I
had every inch minute and square " ■•*■-
mile of my trip planned to a T.
To my fellow travelers, here's
my advice: Do what seems fun,
be safe, and I guarantee you'll
have the time ofyour life. I know
I will.
Carey can be reached at
smithc3@seattleu.edu
Local poet and teacher finds political voice I
Sean Towey
StaffWriter
On April 5, Rajnii Eddins,
a 26-year-old local poet and
teacher at Rainier Beach High
School, approached a police
officer inquiring about one of
his students, who was being ar-
rested. As a result, Rajnii was ar-
rested for "obstructing a public
official."
Although police say that Ra-
jnii failed to identify himself
and did not follow their orders,
he claims that he did both, and
that police had no right to ar-
rest him.
"I was not expecting to get ar-
rested just for coming to the aid
of one of my students. It's defi-
nitely overboard, and it doesn't
make any sense," said Rajnii in
an interview last month with
King 5 News.
Now, Rajnii and his family are
struggling financially to fight the
charges. Beyond asking for dona-
tions from the local community,
he and some other local artists
have created a 15 track album
titled "Truth Speaks," which they
are selling for $10 each.
The professionalism of the
record is questionable. The al-
bums are burned CDs with the
title written on a black sharpie.
The recording was not mixed
or mastered, making the tracks
quieter than on normal albums.
Also, the names of the songs are
not on the CD.
However, the content of the
album is spectacular. In a strange
turn of events, Rajnii's arrest has
forced him to release a poetically
powerful record that embodies
not only Seattle's growing hip-
hop scene but the city of Seattle
itself.
"Truth Speaks" contains nat-
ural, jazz-like beats along with
impressive rhyme schemes and
awesome vocals. Beyond great
drumming and rapping, the
piano work on the some of the
tracks reveals amazing talent in
our local hip-hop and jazz com-
munity.
The content of the songs con-
front similar social and personal
problems that much of the cur-
rent underground hip-hop from
around the nation talk about.
However, some of tracks are very
"Pacific Northwest" in nature.
Track three takes listeners
through a "day in the life" ofthe
average Seattle artist, through the
gray mornings, rainy afternoons
and late nights at friends' record-
ing studios around the city. Also,
the track talks about having to
work worthless day jobs in order
to support hip-hop careers.
On the ninth track, Rajnii
especially shows his Northwest
roots. The track talks about
global warming and several other
environmental issues that people
from the Pacific Northwest truly
care about.
Other tracks on the album
deal with commonly addressed
issues in the hip-hop commu-
nity, including structural racism
and growing up in the rough
neighborhoods around Rainier
Beach.
Track eight is an awesome
beat without any rhymes, a per-
fect way to set up rap battles at
parties on the weekend.
Though there are three or four
filler tracks, at least 11 of the 15
tracks are solid examples of Se-
attle hip-hop, grittyand poetic at
the same time. All in all, "Truth
Speaks" is well worth the $10, es-
pecially considering the cause.
Rajnii teaches non-violence
through art as being a major
member of the local poetry and
hip-hop communities in the
area. His pre-trial was scheduled
to occur at 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday
morning in room 1102 of the
King County Courthouse.
For more information about
Rajnii's case or to purchase the
album "Truth Speaks," visit
myspace.com/rajniicares.
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
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Spectator's Choice: Athletes of the Year
Kaitlyn Jackson
Women's Soccer
Kaitlyn Jackson, senior goal keeper, was arguably one of the toughest
defending the net in the GNAC this school year, posting a 0.50 goals
against average. Jackson earned 15 wins—eight being shutouts-
making it easy for her team to stay on top. With 31
saves and a mere five goals scored against her,
Jackson led the league with a .861 save
per-
centage. After getting a shutout against No. 6 Seattle
Pacific University, Jackson's goals against average was
ranked within the top ten in Division 11. Her efforts
in the back-to-back road victories earned her GNAC
Player of the Week honors.
Chris Coley and Erin Matthew
Swimming
Chris Coley, ju-
nior and Erin Mat-
the pool. Coley earned
All-American status for
the fourth consecutive
year. He later placed fifth
in the NCAA Division
II Swimming and Diving
Championships. Matthew was
named National Collegiate Swimmer ofdie Week after her two season-besttimes
in the 200-breaststroke, 2:29.04 and in the 200-individual medley, 2:13.28.
Sam Kirby and Ryan Webb
Men's Basketball
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Webb, senior point guard, combined for the
ultimate duo on the court. Kirby ended his
final season as team leader in scoring with a
total 66 three-pointers and 13-4 points per
game while Webb managed an average 6.9
assists. The two racked up 49 steals each
and earned GNAC Men's Basketball Player
of the Week honors a combined total ofsix
times. The experienced seniors helped guide
the seemingly young team to the GNAC
Co-Champions title as well as a post season
win against Cal Poly Pomona in which they
each earned eight points and four rebounds.
Webb also recorded a game-high eight as-
sists in the victory. The very next game against California State San Bernardino, Kirby hit five
three-pointers in a 21 point performance. Thanks to the hard work of these two leaders, Seattle
finished with 20 wins for the first time in 22 years.
Erin Martin
Softball
Erin Martin, junior pitcher, was at it again this year on the
softball field earning her third first team all-conference honor.
Martin led her team to the championship game of the NCAA
Division II Regional Tournament with a record of 4-2, including
two victories against No. 3 Humboldt State University. During
the tournament she pitched 43 1/3 innings, boasting a 0.97
earned run average. Her efforts landed her second consecutive
All-West Region honor. She was also named Martin can be cred-
ited for 22 of the team's 36 wins and helped the softball team
advance farther than it ever has.
Nicholas Alvarado and Lindsay Currier
Track
Nicholas Alvarado, freshman distance runner and Lindsay Currier, fresh-
man thrower began their collegiate cross-country and track careers with a
bang. Alvarado made it to the GNAC Cross Country Championships in the
fall, placing 25th with a time of26:05.19 justunder two minutes behind the
winner. A consistent top Seattle finisher, Alvarado went on to compete in the
NCAA Division II West Regional race, finishing 58th out of 107 runners.
Currier consistently won the shot put and discus events for Seattle, breaking
the school and her own personal records on multiple occasions. She ranked
fourth in the GNAC with her best discus throw 137-4, nearly three feet
behind the league leader.
Melissa Mulick
Melissa Mulick, senior libero, proved her defensive prowess this year
for the Redhawks. Mulick hit a school-record 41 digs against Colorado
School of Mines in September, went on to break record for most digs
in a season with 637 and then
shattered the digs per game in
a season average with 6.78.
Her numbers got her sixth
place recognition nationally
among Division II and she
was voted to the Second
lick is one of four Red-
hawk volleyball play-
Cassidy Murillo
Women's Basketball
Cassidy Murillo, freshman guard, had a huge im-
pact on the Redhawks offensive stamina this year,
knocking down 54-of-124 three per-
cent-ranking her 1 lth in the country from be-
hind thearc. Murillorecorded doubledigits in xx
games, including the last five games of the regular season.
Her performance earned her a spot on the Women's Division II
Bulletin All-Freshman Team as well as GNAC Freshman of the
Year as the Seattle University women's basketball team marked
its best record in 14years. Murillo was the only GNAC player
named to the team and one oftwo from the West Region. She
finished the season with 91 assists, 38 steals and an average
9.2 points per game.
Jason Cascio
Men's Soccer
Jason Cascio, junior forward, led the Redhawks and the conference with
16 goals and 33 points. A three-time GNAC Player of the Week recipient and
GNAC Player of the Year, Cascio was the only men's soccer player to be voted
to the First Team All-Far West Region. After the Division II Tournament his
numbers had him placed 21st in goals per
game and 33rd in points per game in the
nationalstatistical rankings for 2006. Cascio
scored in all but two regular season games
this season and helped his team to a GNAC
Co-Championship by scoring in the decid-
ing game against Seattle Pacific University.
The team went on to compete in the Elite
Eight Quarterfinals
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Fall sports prepare during summer break
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
Jessie DiMariano
Staff Writer
Men's soccer
After making it to the quarterfinals
this season, the men's soccer team is
looking for new players to step up and
fill the roles left by graduating seniors
in their efforts for the next champion-
ship.
"The seniors graduatingare someof
the most exceptionally giftedin a lead-
ership way. There are some big shoes
to fill," said Brad Agoos, head coach.
"We'reexcited tosee guys step into new
roles and see howthey step up and take
those leadership roles."
The team is losing five graduating
seniors: Adam Jensen,Chris Sorensen,
McLean Reiter, Hans Esterhuizen and
Pat Thomas.
Eight recruits and returning players
will be fighting to fill those spots and
earn playing time, according to Agoos.
These eight student-athletes join 18
players eligibleto return from the 2006
squad diat won the GNAC title.
Juniors Jason Cascio, forward, and
Eric Forner, defender, sophomores
John Fishbaugher, midfielder, and
Andrew Kreiter, forward, will also be
adding to the changing roles of die
team.
One thing Cascio and Agoos agree
on is that they want more than quar-
terfinals. They want the title.
"We are definitely pretty hungry
and looking to pick up where we left
off. We're not satisfied, even though it
was a good year last year," saidAgoos.
"We want to make to the Final Four
and then win die championship."
Women's soccer
Although the women'ssoccer team
is losing diree "irreplaceable" seniors,
the coach and teammates have confi-
dence that off-field chemistry will help
to fill the gap nextyear to take them to
another GNAC championship.
"They [die seniors] are completely
irreplaceable. They have done so much
for the program. I don't thinkit'sneces-
sarily about replacing them. It's about
getting new people in and learning
new habits and making a new system
work," said Leah Wymer, junior for-
ward.
Julie Woodward, head coach, said
she is expecting the incoming senior
class to build the team dynamic and
chemistry.
"I am extremely excitedabout all of
the incoming players because they will
not only add and contribute athleti-
cally, but they areall good students and
great people and will contributeto our
overall teamchemistry, which is one of
our strengths," said Woodward.
Key returners include juniorsAsh-
ley Porter, Ashley Pruitt, Jen Ham-
man, Jasmine Wilson, Mickey Pelland,
Maryann Boddy, Kaidyn Jackson, goal
keeper and Wymer.
Porter led her team with 14assists.
Wymer had nine goals, ahead of the
seven goals contributedbyboth Porter
and Boddy.
Adding to the strengthofnext year's
senior class are seven new players, three
freshman and four transfers.
"Next season excites me because
we return witha strong core of juniors
who took us to our very first NCAA
Division II tournament game as fresh-
man and will lead our team as seniors,"
said Woodward.
Both the men'sand women's soccer
teams are scheduled to begin play in
late August.
Cross Country
With the largest recruiting class in
die history of Seatde University cross
country, the upcoming fall season
looks promising as the team improves
and the future of Division I competi-
tion nears.
Losing diree senior competitors,
Nicholas Dols, CharisseArce andAlisa
Borda, the young team is welcoming
six female runners and nine male run-
ners to the squad.
"This totally exceeds our expecta-
tions," said Trisha Steidl, head coach.
"We are more than doubling the size of
the cross country team and with solid
athletes that have a lot ofpotential."
Aftera season inwhich nearly every
runner set a personal record, the team
heads into the fall season hoping to
build offof the success oflast season
widi the addition ofDivision I caliber
runners.
Hanz Heitzinger, brother to cur-
rent team members Nadian and Peter
Heitzinger, was on the top of Steidl's
selection list. He is ranked fifth in Ari-
zona in the 3,200 meter run.
On the women's side, the addition
of Rachael Johnson will compliment
the return ofKatie Hansen, who was
injured for the bulk of the season.
Upon returning from camp, the
newly formed cross country team will
begin official competition on Sept. 8
in the opening home meet.
"The recruits we have coming in
are pretty talented, so they will help
not only increase the size ofour small
team, but the quality as well," said
Hansen. "I think people will finally
stan to pay attention to dieSU cross
country program."
Volleyball
Though the Seatde University vol-
leyball team is losing some of its most
valuableplayers, die 2007-2008 season
shouldprove justas impressive as the
last.
Among those not returning are
seniors Risa Vierra, Tiffany Ross and
Melissa Mulick. The three leave a team
diat depended on their leadership and
fundamental roles on the court.
With three signed players and three
additional walk-ons joining the team,
the dynamic maychange, but the adi-
leticism will not.
"Each of the players coming in are
strong students and gifted athletes,"
said Shannon Ellis, head coach. "And
each is committed to the mission of
our program and Seatde University."
Focusing on maintaining solid
defense, Heather Gerke will carry on
the SU tradition of quality defensive
specialists. Pteviously the libero for
Clackamas Community College,
she led her team to the finals of the
NWAACCTournament andwas two-
time South Region Defensive Player
ofthe Week
Replacing Vierra is 5' 10"setter and
Nevada native, Jamie Mellies. Mellies
was a three-timeAll-Conference selec-
tion while playing at Silverado High
School under Rachel Blair.
Adding to the talented depth, of
SU's team, the Redhawks also look
forward to the height and strength
that JanetBeckerman will bring to the
squad. The 6'4" right side hitter was a
First Team All-State player at Bellevue
Christian High School and competed
on the Sudden Impact club team, led
by Seattle University assistant coach
Hue Ong.
Picking up talent in such a variety
ofpositions has the team looking more
like the Division I caliber team that SU
needs to have.
"There is something special about
this upcoming season that cannot be
explained in words. Coming off the
spring you can see it in our players'
eyes," said Ellis. "Being our last year
in Division II weknow that this is our
last chance towin a championship for
some time."
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu
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editorial
The headlines that have adorned the pages of The Spectator
over the past year have been as varied as the individuals that
compose the Seattle University community. From prospects of
sweeping institutional changes, to the history that continues to
mold our development, the events of the past year have given
every member ofSeattle University memorable notes, both high
and low.
Topics ranging from the Iraq War to die basketball postseason,
from the decision to pursue Division I to dealing with the after-
math ofthe Virginia Tech tragedy, from the vocal movement of
Condoms4Campus to the controversial closing ofBessie Burton,
have influenced and in fact molded the events and memories
that we have shared.
The struggles that we have dealt with have come in the form
of defeats, tragedies, losses and abuses. But each struggle has
given rise to new opportunity and has provided the forum for
greater growth, understanding, success and triumph.
The past year has been tumultuous for Seattle University. As
a university on the brink of encompassing and rapid change,
members of die community have begun towitness the first wave
ofalterations that will sweep over this university. The fact remains
that the university that we will leave behind will be drastically
different than the university that we inherited, and from the SU
that it will become. That prospect provides us with a unique op-
portunity. As the ambassadors of change and improvement, we
have the opportunity and the ability to form Seattle University
into what we expect it, and in fact want it to encapsulate.
The individuals whom best know what to expect from, and
what to mold a university into being, are the individuals that
compose that institution. As members of the Seattle University
community we are all too aware of the shortcomings that we
face, but are also uniquely cognizant of the greatness that we
exposed to.
Maturation does not solely happen on an individual level,
but takes place within institutions as well. Though all change
is fueled by the individuals that desire to seek improvement,
that change can occur on a massive scale. Over the past year
Seattle University has been molded by die events and individu-
als that compose this community, as it will continue to be in
the future.
77?e Spectator editorial board consists of Nicholas Lollini, Megan Peter, Brenda Stice, Lauren Padgett and Rob La Gatta. Signed commen-
taries reflect the opinions of theauthors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Turkisami Basfar
Volunteer writer
Iwas sitting on the floor ofJFK
airport waiting with other three
Saudi students.
The place was very quiet and
time was going too slow. We were
sitting there for more than 10hours
not knowing what might happen
to us next.
• We were sitting outside a room,
the room in which the Homeland
Security officers were. The glass of
the room was like a mirror from
one side and normal glass from
the other. We were only able to
see ourselves; however, the officers
were able to see us clearly. I felt like
a criminal by the way the officers
treated me and treated everybody
else, since we have, arrived at the
airport.
Suspicious looking young men,
like me, were receiving special
treatment. Most of the times they
would make us wait more than
anybody else, and they would look
for anything to not allow us to
enter the United States. This was
my case, and the case of the other
three Saudi students with me.
While we were waiting, a
homeland security officer with a
thick blond mustache who was
probably more than six feet tall
came and looked at us.
"Who is Mutahar Alaamodi?"
"It is me sir," the guy next to me
answered.
"You cannot enter the great
United States of America," the
guard said.
"Do not, please. I left everything
to come here," Mutahar said.
"Say something else and I throw
you in jail," the guard continued.
"Now wait here until the airplane
which brought you here comes
"back to take you again."
I felt really upset and sorry
for Mutahar, because he had the
same scholarship I have, which is
a full ride that includes one year
of English, as well as a Bachelors,
Masters and even PhD. I looked at
Mutahar and I held his hand.
"Whatever Allah chooses for
you, it is always the best," I said.
He looked at me with his eyes
full of disappointment. I hugged
him and I felt that there is a big
chance that the same thing might
happen to me. While I was hugging
him the same officer came again.
"Where is Turkey Sandwich?"
he was laughing. We did not
understand what he was saying.
"Where is the Turkey Sandwich?"
He wailed at us. We still did not
understand what he meant.
"Did you lose your sandwich,
sir?" I asked.
"I will ask you for the last time,
which one of you is the Turkey
Sandwich?"
I was wondering ifhe meant me,
but he just could not pronounce
my name right.
"Sir, do you mean Turki Sami?"
I asked.
"It is you? Well, come inside
before I feed you to my dog," he
said.
When I came inside, a tall big
African American man with a
mustache and a beard asked me for
my passport. When he opened my
passport and looked at the picture
ofme wearing the traditionalSaudi
outfit, I was able to see in his eyes
how much he hated me because of
where I am from.
"Why areyou here in the U.S.?"
he asked.
"To study, sir."
"Go and stay there until I caJl
your name." The room he pointed
to was small and had no chairs. I
was very tired so I had to sit on the
floor which just had been cleaned
and was still wet. There was no air
circulating.
I opened my wallet and took
out a picture ofmy family. I closed
my eyes and found myself drifting
back to my comfortable small bed
at home.
I remembered the day of my
flight. I could not sleep. It was like
an execution day, having to say
goodbye to my family. I wore my
tuxedo, carried my big bags, looked
at myself in the mirror, and prayed
to Allah for the last time in my
house.
I walked very slowly to the
living room where all my family
members and very close friends
were. Thousands of thoughts
were in my mind. Everybody was
standing looking at me. Some of
them were crying and others were
looking in a very deep way.
I hugged almost everybody, but
my mother. When I came to her,
her eyes were full oftears. I kissed
her hands then she pulled me to her
and hugged me. She was crying so
hard that I could not stop myself
from crying. It was a moment I will
never forget. She did not want to
release me; however, it was time to
leave. My father was waiting for me
to go to the airport.
"I did not leave for nothing," I
said to everybody before departing.
"I will go there and learn, be a
better man and make you very
proud ofme."
When we arrived the airport
and I was ready to leave, my father
looked in my eyes.
"I know that you have traveled
many times before; however, this
time is different," he said.
"Do not worry about me."
"Just be careful and keep in
mind that you will face people
who hate you just because where
you come from and because of the
religion in which you believe," he
continued.
Suddenly, I felt like someone was
kicking me on my legs. I opened
my eyes and looked up to the same
African American officer.
"Were you sleeping?" He said,
adding that "it's time to go."
I want to show him what the
right Islamic way is.
"Of course, sir," I was saying it
with a big smile. I walked to the
window where an old overweight
woman was sitting on the
counter.
"You missed your flight, so go
thereand catch another airplane."
"Alhamdoleallah," I said,
thanking my God.
I believed that it was better for
me to go to the United States and
make a difference. I will not only
bring good and advantages from
the United States to my country,
but I will also teachAmerica about
Islam and about our cultural.
The wrong, ugly, and false image
about my country and religion
will change and I play a major
role me and every Muslim in the
world by what we do and think.
The misunderstood image will no
longer exist in the U.S.
Turkisami can be reached at
basfart@seattleu.edu
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Rob La Gatta at lagattar@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the
right to edit letters for length and spelling, grammar, and style errors.
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Twenty four hours at SU start to finish
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public
safety
reports
Blood Borne Pathogen
May 25,6:30 am.
Public Safety found dried
blood on the floor of a resi-
dence hail. Res. janitorial noti-
fied and cleaned.
Narcotics
May 25, 7 p.m.
An RA in one of theresidence
halls contacted Public Safety
requesting assistance in a nar-
cotic concern. Public Safety
responded and confiscated
a pipe the student admitted
using to smoke marijuana off
campus a few hours previ-
ous.
Alcohol Poisoning
May 25,11 p.m.
An RA in a.residence hall
contacted Public Safety re-
garding an intoxicated non-af-
filiate brother visiting his older
brother, who is a student.
The Seattle Fire Department
transported the non-affiliate
to a local hospital for alcohol
poisoning.
Malicious Mischief
May 26,12:30 am.
PS on patrol found someone
had put 10" x3 ft graffiti on the
east side of a campus build-
ing. A repair order was filed
with facilities.
Harassment via
Telephone
May 27, 4:45 p.m.
An SU telephone number
came up on a neighbors resi-
dence caller ID screen. When
his wife answered the phone,
all she heard was heavy
breathing and groaning. Pub-
lic Safety is investigating.
Safety Assist
May 28, 3:35 a.m.
A student in a residence hall
reported that his male neigh-
bor was ill. Public Safety con-
tacted the male, who reported
that he had been sprayed by
pepper sprayat closing time in
a local club. The student said
he was ok.
Medical Assist
May 28,4:30 p.m.
Public Safety checked a stu-
dent in the Connolly Center
who sprained her ankle play-
ing racquet ball. The student
said she was ok and would
rest.
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